Wednesday kicked off early for those hardy souls taking part in the traditional Sun Run, while most
attendees were sleeping off the previous nights exertions. Well done to all who took part and congratulations
to all of the category winners – there was a lot of interest in the finishing results board in the registration
area!
The morning session kicked off with a Plenary in Area 2 by Markus Gloeckler,
Chief Scientist of First Solar, Inc. He updated the audience on the underlying
thin film CdTe technology that allows continuous manufacturing of modules
from glass to modules in less than 3.5 hours. At their current global capacity of
3 GWp/year, on average 1 module is produced every second. Dr. Gloeckler then
detailed some of the innovations at the device and material level that have allowed them to manufacture
modules above 18% efficiency that are stable with respect to long-term motion of the copper dopant. He
wrapped up by describing some promising results of group V doping that are a path forward to higher
Voc which remains the most stubborn challenge in CdTe technology.
The Plenary talk for Area 12 PV Deployment and Sustainability featured Becca
Jones-Albertus from the U.S. Department of Energy's SunShot Office. SunShot has
set an aggressive cost reduction target of 3 ¢/kWh by 2030 for utility-scale
PV. Reaching this cost target would enable a tremendous future for PV, where
photovoltaics could provide 15-20% of US electricity in 2030 and 30-60% in 2050.
In Area 8 Christophe Ballif presented us with an overview of concepts for improving
module performance, and his work on unique concepts for unique applications was
particularly fascinating. His work on buildings, boats and airplanes powered by PV
is impressive, but his work on PV modules that reflect light in the visible range drew
the most attention. This technology can be used to make white-looking modules
(suitable perhaps for cladding a certain white house in the city) but also unlimited

textures and even images, thus hiding the fact that PV modules are present at all, and opening up additional
applications where aesthetics trump economics.
The morning continued with a series of excellent oral presentations including materials development and
modelling and analysis discussions. Highlights from the session chairs of those areas are presented next.
Area 1 - Advances in Novel PV Absorbers
Doug Bishop discussed his record Se solar cell results, with efficiency over 6%. They also look very promising for
indoor applications, such as in the internet of things. Kaveh Shervin showed some results with large grain Ge from
Al-induced crystallization controlling both crystal orientation and phase.

Area 2 - Advances in Manufacturing and Commercialization
Lars Stolt reported a 17% total area full size (0.94 m2) CIGS module efficiency - certified as a world record.
Xuanzhi Wu showed BIPV CdTe semitransparent modules with a wide range of applications including for
glass walls, in a sunroof, and in greenhouses.
Area 3 - Micro and Trackerless CPV
Mike Haney provided an excellent overview of ARPA-E as well as highlights of the MOSAIC program.
Tian Gu reported on progress toward true integration of Si and CPV where the Si cell is an integral part of
a low profile CPV and is a part of the optical system. Alex Grede showed a CPV module with internal
tracking, enabling fixed-tilt module design, with a great level of detail of the internal components.
Area 8 - Modeling of System Components
Interesting advances were reported in correcting PVsyst's modified 1 diode model for accuracy in IV curve
generation that incorporates a temperature dependent series resistance. Three presentations on rear side
irradiance modeling for bifacial PV applications showed significant progress and consistent results,
including validation to field measured data.
Area 5 - Scanning Probe Microscopy Methods
Sascha Sadewasser presented a very interesting talk describing the use of KPFM to study the effect of alkali
metals on grain boundaries in CIGS. Alkali metal treatments have been responsible for the major increase
in CIGS device efficiency lately by increasing carrier concentration. However, surface Cu content is altered.
Measurements showed surface photovoltage (SPV), which is related to Voc, for samples under light. The
SPV evolves as the buffer layer thickness increases with complex interactions with the surface chemistry.

Elizabeth Tennison presented a similar talk based on different material using photomodulated KPFM to
map Voc. Images from a range of semiconductors were presented showing variations in Voc in CdTe and
CIGS in some grain boundaries but not in single crystal GaAs and Si. Results were also considered for
perovskites, which required a high scan rate. Results showed long lifetime charge after light exposure ends.
This was attributed to ion migration in the material. Mohit Tuteja presented conductive AFM images and
device implications for CdTe devices with and without CdCl2 treatment. The results show that there are
separate conduction pathways for electrons and holes in grain boundaries and grains that permit carrier
separation into grain boundaries and conduction to the contacts separately by each carrier. Pablo Fernandez
Garrillo presented a discussion of KPFM measurements for CPD and SPV. However, here a light intensity
modulation scheme was used. This provides an average photovoltage that corresponds to the SPV decay
time. This gives a carrier lifetime map. Results for Si nanocrystals and organic solar cells were compared.
The results were linked to recombination processes. Justin Luria described nanoscale tomography of charge
transport in CIGS and CdTe. Scanning probe microscopy using a diamond tip planarized and removed the
surface during analysis. This results in very smooth surfaces that can then be used to produce a 3d image
of things like photocurrent.
After a quick lunch break the third poster session, covering Areas 1, 2, 3,4 , 8, 9, and 12. All of the poster
winners can be found on the PVSC44 website. Drop by the screens near the registration area to see the
winning posters.
After a super quick turn-around it was onto mid-afternoon oral sessions across Areas 2, 4, 7, 8, 12 and a
special joint session. Here are some of the highlights provided by the session chairs:
Area 2 - Advances in CIGSe II
Takuya Kato of Solar Frontier reported 19.8 % CIGS-based minimodule, and 19.2 % submodule results.
Both devices use a Cd-free buffer and a (ZnMg)O second buffer below the TCO which is BZO. The KF
post deposition treatment was done ex-situ with air exposure before and after of the absorber. It was shown
that this KF treatment leads to a similar result as reported for in-situ KF post-deposition treatments, except
that depletion of Cu and Ga in the surface region was not observed. It was hypothesized that this is due to
the sulfurized surface region, which is different from the CIGS layers used by other groups doing KF
treatment. Hossam Elanzeery described a different route to device-quality CIS by KCN treatment of Curich CIS which was then KF post treated. A 50 mV improvement of Voc was shown together with a 10 %
improvement of the fill factor. Ina Martin presented silanization of AZO window layers for CIGS cells on
both stand-alone (on glass) and on CIGS cells. An improvement of the stability of the AZO in damp heat

was demonstrated. It was also shown that silanization of completed cells did not deteriorate the performance
at the same time it led to a clearly improved stability. Max Wolter looked at NaF and RbF treatment on the
quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) of CIGS. The NaF treatment leads to increased QFLS and reduction of
the difference between Voc and the QFLS indicating reduced non-radiation recombination in both the
absorber and surface. Combination of NaF and RbF leads improves this further. Andreas Bauer presented
partial electrolyte treatment of CIGS surfaces combined with different buffer layers. In-diffusion of Cd was
found in all cases. When a CBD-CdS buffer was used the partial electrolyte did not improve the PV
performance but for CBD-Zn(OS) and sputtered Zn(OS) a clear improvement was the result.
Area 4 - Passivated Contacts, High Temperature
Stefan Glunz clarified the meaning of carrier selectivity and passivating contacts, recommending a three
step procedure to satisfy all the requirements for optimized contacts, which he then can be used to produce
25.7% efficient small solar cells, the highest reported so far for two-side contacted silicon cells, and 24.5%
on 100 cm2 cell. The same TOPCON structure applied to the back of n-type multicrystalline silicon
produced a 21.9 per cent cell, a new record for this material.
Area 7 - Space Solar Cell Concepts
Space is Back! The interest of this session was phenomenal. We had an over-flowing audience with renewed
space enthusiasm. Laboratoire des Solides Irradies (France) and JPL (US) presented about the usage of
multi-junction solar cells under low intensity, low temperature conditions, and analyzed the operation
behavior of the cells. NRL (US) presented ultra-thin GaAs solar cells which have potential of super
radiation hardness. JPL/Caltech, Spectrolab and SolAero collaborated to develop solar cells for deep space
applications.
Area 10 - PV Inverters: Operation, Reliability and Security
Ahmad Abdullah introduced a "pseudo-norton equivalent" model for PV inverters when in a faulted
condition. Cedric Carter reported on using ethical hacking, the existing level of cyber security of PV
inverters was evaluated and recommendations were communicated to manufacturers for proactive
remediation. Mohammed Elkhabit presented analysis which shows that PV inverter frequency-watt
functionality, when implemented in Hawaii, can have either stabilizing or destabilizing effect on the bulk
grid depending on specific parameter settings. Sigifredo Gonzalez presented definitions and simulation
results of 6 classes of PV inverter unintentional islanding capability. If >25% of inverters used similar
frequency-shift anti-islanding in a load-balanced island, there were no run-on-times >2s. Javier HernandezAlvidrez presented the results of 1000's of laboratory results of PV inverter performance tests evaluating

constant power factor, volt/var and frequency watt functionality. David Piper showed large loss of PV
generation during transmission fault exposed miscalculation of frequency by some PV inverters and
undesirable momentary cessation of power output by others.
Area 12 - International Markets and Potential for Growth
This session saw very good regional updates from speakers from Japan, S Korea, EU and the US. Strong
expected growth of PV is predicted in most markets. It was reported that South Korea’s government is
supporting PV very aggressively, after years of favoring nuclear. Their aim is 35 GW PV installed by 2030.
After another break it was time for a late afternoon round of oral sessions to see out the day’s technical
content.
Area 1 - Hot Carrier Solar Cells and New Concepts
Patrick Xiao discussed work on an electroluminescence refrigerator driven by a solar cell. The EL system
was based on a heterostructure p-n junction grown on a DBR reflector and was suggested as an interesting
solution for portable systems such as drug transport and medical applications. Gavin Conibeer discussed
the control of hot carrier relaxation through the creation of a phonon bottleneck. It was shown that quantum
well help reduce the relaxation of hot carriers through these effects. Laurent Lombez presented calibrated
photoluminescence measurements and theory that together allow extraction of temperature and quasi-fermi
level splitting in both well and barrier materials in quantum well structures. Results indicate an internal
voltage that exceeds the Shockley-Quiesser-predicted voltage for the band gap in the well, a promising
result to achieve efficient hot carrier solar cells. Islam Sayed presented lattice-matched InGaAsP/InGaP
quantum well structures for multijuction solar cells. The lattice-matched structures showed minimal stress
and considerably higher contribution to short-circuit current than similar strain-balanced quantum well
structures. With a back reflector, an improvement of 5 mA/cm^2 in current was observed from absorption
in the QW portion of the spectrum. Kasidit Toprasertpong presented studies of multiple quantum well
structures and asked two questions: where should the QW's be in the intrinsic region and how thick can the
QW layer be? Modeling of carrier transport for carrier collection efficiency shows that the quantum wells
work best when placed near the top (p-type) side of the cell and that the QW layers are limited to have
thickness no greater than the drift length.

Area 2 - Advances in Window, Buffer, and Interface Layers
Bart Vermang gave a very nice overview presentation on the recent advances in interface passivation in
CIGS solar cells, including back contact and front contact passivation, with a focus on significantly reduced
absorber thicknesses. Jason Kephart presented the introduction of the passivation concept to CdTe solar
cells and showed a very high lifetime of 600 nsec.
Area 4 - Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells
Young Professional Award Recipient Weiwei Deng showed the process to manufacture a 22.61%-efficient
PERC solar cell. She made a detailed loss analysis and highlighted the main limiting phenomenon for such
device. The emitter, base and rear contacts show similar degree of recombination losses indicating that all
3 can be improved for higher efficiency. At the production, automation- and process-induced degradation
mechanisms were presented, and a median efficiency of 21.3% was demonstrated. Tabea Luka presented a
thorough study of the LID of mc-PERC devices and could eliminate some of the potential effects behind
that phenomenon. The most probable culprit for this degradation was shown to be Cu deposited on top of
the passivation layer, and the origin of this impurity is currently under investigation.
Area 12 - PV Industry Sustainability Issues
The session's invited talk by Sinha Parikhit from First Solar provided an overview of developing
international standards for end-of-life care of PV modules and systems. Brion Bob from the U.S.
Department of Energy reviewed historical solar job creation rates within the United States and forecasts of
future growth. Wolfram Palitzsch from Loser Chemie concluded the session by presenting technology
solutions for module recycling processes.
Joint Area Session - Low Cost III-V PV
Kevin Schulte presented GaAs grown by "Dynamic" HVPE at rate 1um/min and the transition to dual
junction InGaPGaAs on GaAs substrates. Using an inverted InGaP structure, an efficiency of 13% was

obtained. Hassanet Sodabanlu discussed GaAs growth rates up to 90um/h to reduce costs. Using a
horizontal MOVPE reactor, good morphology was obtained under improved growth conditions.
Efficiencies of 22.5% at 20um/h and 22.8% at 90 um/h were achieved. Aaron Ptak presented HVPE as a
low cost technology for the future of III-V solar cells. Progress on the development of the tunnel junction
made by HVPE showed a peak tunneling current of 8.6A/cm2. A GaAs tunnel diode incorporated in a solar
cell up to 99 suns was also presented. The next presentation was by student award nominee Boju Gai who
introduced his work in multi-stack ultra-thin GaAs growth (using AlGaAs sacrificial layers) in an effort to
reduce III-V substrate costs while avoiding epitaxial-lift-off method. This was followed by student award
nominee Sean Babcock who presented his master's degree materials work in attempting to use the thin-film
vapor-liquid-solid growth method in order to completely replace the high-cost substrate of InP and InAs.
To close out the session, Nikhil Jain gave us insight into his work on spalled Ge in an effort to show that
the stress-induced technique may show promise for substrate reuse for III-V multijunction devices.

That brought an end to the technical sessions for Wednesday. After a break to get some food and to freshen
up it was time for the late night open mic competition hosted by Ryne Raffaelle. Hopefully this will become
a PVSC tradition.
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